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Book

the book maintains that, since "Lochner era"

Reviews

75

1

blend of the written, the oral, and the material, of tradition, ritual, and modernity. The

jurisprudence was faithful to the original master principle, it was constitutionally sound. An

subtitle, "Laborlore Explorations," suggests a

activist judiciary, therefore, is both traditional

forward-looking heuristic approach unbound

and legitimate, and contemporary conserva-

by academic shackles. The subject, "laborlore,"

tives consequently have no basis on which to

suggests a theoretical construct that is neither

invoke Lochner's alleged wrong-headedness

the archaic folklore of premodern communi-

"as a weapon in their struggle against the mod- ties nor a mere variation of mass culture, but
rather the crossroads of a myriad heterogeern Court's use of fundamental rights as a

tramp on governmental power." Finally, the

neous sources and processes. Though steeped

book argues that the original tradition, in spite
of its market orientation, was neither commit-

in it, Green does not romanticize laborlore - a

ted to laissez-faire in theory nor hostile to
government regulation in practice. Its overrid-

witches" sometimes stir a "malevolent brew."

"bubbling cauldron" in which "Macbeth's
Yet, it is the vitality, the creativity that prevail.

"We name this national cauldron our melting
from acting, but rather to ensure that they actpot," says Green, renaming a nationalistic met-

ing purpose was not to prevent governments

ed only for the common welfare. Thus, to the aphor in terms of the workplace experience, as
extent that the original tradition can still pro- well as of literary witchery.
vide contemporary inspiration or guidance,

Three introductory chapters outline the ap-

the book suggests, it does not undermine, but
rather supports governmental activism in the

proach developed in ten case studies, painstak-

public interest.

nor curiosities until Green reveals them to be

Professor Gillman has written an important

and provocative reinterpretation of American
constitutional history that deserves the attention of all students in the field.
Edward A. Purcell, Jr.

New York Law School

New York, New York

ing investigations into what may appear as mikeys to major political and cultural questions.

Through the study of images, words, songs,
and stories, Green covers a wide stretch of labor
history and investigates how politics, race, gen-

der, and class went into the making of the
American working class.
Green's treatment of laborlore as autonomous cultural expression verges occasionally

toward essentialism (defining class in internal

W1obblies, Pile Butts, and Other Heroes:

rather than relational terms, as in E. P. Thomp-

Laborlore Explorations. By Archie Green. (Urson's approach), and sometimes historical anibana: University of Illinois Press, 1993. xii, 523 mosities simplify the analysis. There may have
been a great deal of opportunism in the Compp. $39.95, ISBN 0-252-01963-6.)
munist appropriation of the Wobbly hero Joe
A worker from the Terni steelworks boasted to
Hill; yet, my experience is that rank-and-file
me once that he could "make a flea eye," that Communists (at least in Italy) often sincerely
is, that no job was too difficult or delicate for
saw themselves as continuing (rightly or not)
his skill. In Archie Green's Wobblies, Pile
the libertarian tradition of anarchist syndicalism. Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti
Butts, and Other Heroes, a chapter discusses
the United States equivalent of this attitude:
became Communist heroes, too.
In Tony Hillerman's Sacred Clowns (1993),
the "Tiffany Touch." "Flea eye" and "Tiffany
Touch" are metaphors arising from a rich ver- a character recalls how Navajo audiences, who
bal lore, metaphors of manual skill and cultur- could understand what the Indian extras actually said, laughed at and "talked back" to
al pride. Green's book stands at this intersection of workers' material and verbal lore,
Western movies. Green, in turn, describes how
"navigating between shoals of mechanical seSanta Barbara dockworkers laughed at Clark
cret, union custom, and verbal art" where "job Gable's "errors in simulating [the] work" of a
literacy consisted of reading blueprints or han- roustabout. Both are engaged in the "coundling print-derived templates."
terhegemonic practice" of "talking back": not
The book's uniqueness derives from this
enough to reverse hegemony, maybe, but
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